In this report, global coupled ocean-atmosphere models are used to explore possible mechanisms for observed decadal variability and trends in Pacific Ocean SSTs over the past century. The leading mode of internally generated decadal (Ͼ7 yr) variability in the model resembles the observed decadal variability in terms of pattern and amplitude. In the model, the pattern and time evolution of tropical winds and oceanic heat content are similar for the decadal and ENSO timescales, suggesting that the decadal variability has a similar ''delayed oscillator'' mechanism to that on the ENSO timescale. The westward phase propagation of the heat content anomalies, however, is slower and centered slightly farther from the equator (ϳ12Њ vs 9ЊN) for the decadal variability. Cool SST anomalies in the midlatitude North Pacific during the warm tropical phase of the decadal variability are induced in the model largely by oceanic advection anomalies.
Introduction
An intriguing feature of the Pacific Ocean climate during the 1980s and early 1990s has been the distinctive triangular-shaped warming anomaly pattern in the tropical and subtropical Pacific, which has persisted through much of the period. This pattern is clearly apparent in a linear trend map of Pacific SSTs over the 46-yr period from 1949 to 1994 shown in Fig. 1 (see also Nitta and Yamada 1989; Parker et al. 1994; Nicholls et al. 1995; Meehl and Washington 1996) . The triangular region of recent warming extends along much of the North and South American coasts in the eastern part of the basin but is confined to low latitudes near the date line in the western Pacific. Substantial cooling trends are apparent in the central and western parts of the extratropical Pacific in both hemispheres. A number of investigators have presented evidence for coherent decadal SST variability involving the tropical and extratropical Pacific (e.g., Nitta and Yamada 1989; Graham 1994; Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Deser and Blackmon 1995) .
A time series perspective on the recent warming can be seen (Fig. 2) by averaging over the region indicated by the dark outline in Fig. 1 , which we will refer to as the Triangular Pacific (TPAC) region. The 5-month running mean TPAC index (thin solid curve in Fig. 2 ) shows interannual fluctuations associated with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), as seen by comparing with the NINO3 index (dashed line, scaled by the factor 0.5 to fit on the diagram). The prevalence of warm conditions in the 1980s and 1990s could be interpreted as unusually frequent and/or prolonged ENSO warm events or, alternatively, as a low-frequency (decadal scale) shift to warmer conditions in the mid-1970s (see also Gutzler 1996) as indicated by the dark solid curve SST (1949-94) based on the GISST2 dataset (Rayner et al. 1996) . Contour interval is 0.5ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 . The thick dark line indicates the region used to construct the Triangular Pacific index.
in Fig. 2 , which is a low-pass (Ͼ7 yr) filtered version of the TPAC index.
The central motivating question for this study is, what is the cause of the recent Pacific anomalies shown in Fig. 1 ? In this report we use a series of coupled GCM experiments to study the possible roles of two potential mechanisms: 1) natural (internal) decadal-scale variability of the climate system; and 2) a sustained thermal forcing, such as that due to increased greenhouse gases and aerosols. Although our study focuses on the tropical Pacific region, the above question may also have relevance to our understanding of global SST changes since, as we will show in this study, SSTs in the TPAC region have a substantial correlation with global SSTs (see also Graham 1995 and Schneider et al. 1997 ).
An interpretation of the recent Pacific anomalies in terms of natural decadal variability is proposed by Zhang et al. (1997) , who examined observed SSTs from 1900 to 1993. They interpret the recent Pacific pattern as primarily related to an ENSO-like variability on decadal to century timescales. Latif et al. (1997) propose that the anomalies of the 1990s in particular were associated with natural decadal variability as opposed to greenhouse warming. Recent coupled GCM studies have begun to present evidence for substantial internally generated ENSO-like decadal variability in such models. Yukimoto et al. (1996) found interdecadal Pacific variability in a 70-yr simulation of their coupled GCM; this decadal variability also had several characteristics in common with their model's simulated ENSO timescale variability. Knutson et al. (1997) found decadalscale ENSO-like variability in their low-resolution (R15) global coupled model, which they noted fluctuated strongly in its prominence between different centuries of a 1000-yr model integration.
An alternative view of the recent Pacific anomalies suggests a possible role for increased greenhouse gases. Transient simulations using coupled climate models indicate a substantial warming of the tropical Pacific in response to increasing greenhouse gases (Knutson and Manabe 1995; Mitchell et al. 1995; Tett 1995; Meehl and Washington 1996) or combined greenhouse gases and aerosols (Mitchell et al. 1995; Meehl et al. 1996) . Meehl and Washington (1996) further argue that the linear trend over the Pacific for the period 1970-91 resembles the pattern of temperature change due to increased greenhouse gases as predicted by their coupled climate model. From an observational perspective, Trenberth and Hoar (1996) describe the recent behavior (since 1990) of the Southern Oscillation index (SOI) as unlikely to have been due to a natural climate fluctuation, based on an autoregressive time series analysis of the index. They suggest that a longer-term climate change could already be under way in the Pacific. On the other hand, Cane et al. (1997) argue that SSTs in the Pacific cold tongue region have cooled since 1900 and that such a response results from an ''ocean dynamical thermostat'' mechanism that is missing from current coupled GCMs.
In this report, several coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM experiments are used to explore possible mechanisms for the recent observed Pacific changes. In particular, low-and high-resolution simulations with no external forcing changes are used to study the mecha- Fig. 1 for definition of the TPAC region. The thickest solid curve is the Ͼ7-yr filtered version of the TPAC index. The NINO3 index has been scaled by the factor 0.5 to fit on the same diagram with the TPAC curves. The SST data is from the MOHSST6 dataset nisms of internal decadal (Ͼ7 yr) variability in the Pacific and to assess the potential role of such internal variability in the observed changes. A CO 2 perturbation run with the higher-resolution model and a pair of lowresolution model simulations of twentieth-century climate change induced by estimated greenhouse gas and sulfate aerosol forcing (Haywood et al. 1997 ) are used to explore the possible role of these anthropogenic thermal forcings in the recent observed Pacific changes.
Description of models, data, and filtering

a. Model description and experiments
The primary coupled ocean-atmosphere model used here is a higher-resolution version of that described in Manabe and Stouffer (1994) , and references therein. The model has interactive clouds and seasonally varying solar insolation. The atmospheric component is a global GCM, with 14 finite difference (sigma) levels in the vertical. The horizontal distributions of variables in this model are represented in both spectral and gridpoint domains (rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber 30, i.e., ''R30,'' and a 2.2Њ lat ϫ 3.75Њ long computational grid). The model uses a new spherical harmonic representation of topography (Lindberg and Broccoli 1996) with substantially reduced ''Gibbs ripples'' and associated precipitation simulation artifacts. The ocean component is a global 18-level gridpoint GCM (MOM1) with 2.2Њ lat ϫ 1.875Њ long resolution and a 32-m-thick top layer.
The model uses the flux adjustment technique for heat and salinity fluxes at the ocean surface to reduce model drift so that the CO 2 perturbations and internally generated variability occur relative to a reasonably realistic control run state (Manabe et al. 1991) . For example, if tropical SSTs were allowed to drift by several degrees from the observed initial condition, the evaporative damping of SST anomalies during model ENSO events would be substantially changed, possibly distorting the model's ENSO phenomenon. The flux adjustments are determined prior to the time integration of the coupled model, and thus they are not correlated to the transient surface anomalies of temperature and salinity in the model. Despite the use of the flux adjustment, this model
shows symptoms of substantial drift, particularly in the high North Atlantic and deep Southern Ocean. However, the local SST trends in the Pacific north of about 30ЊS are relatively small (less than Ϯ0.5ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 in most areas, and generally less than Ϯ0.2ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 in the Tropics). This suggests that the current model can be used for regional Pacific studies, although we have chosen not to use it for global studies. Efforts are under way to reduce the high-latitude drift problems in the model for a future series of integrations.
Two 120-yr experiments with this higher-resolution model are used for this analysis. In the control experiment, CO 2 remains constant throughout. In the perturbation experiment, CO 2 increases at 1% yr Ϫ1 compounded (corresponding to an approximately linear increase in radiative forcing) with the CO 2 concentration by year 120 reaching 3.3 times that of the control experiment. To explore the role of ocean dynamics in the CO 2 response, some results are presented for comparison using an R30 mixed layer model (which by design does not include interactive ocean dynamics).
Three experiments with a lower-resolution coupled model (R15, with rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber 15) are also used in this study. This model has been discussed in our earlier papers (e.g., Knutson and Manabe 1995 , and references therein). As we will show in this report, the higher-resolution (R30) model appears to give a more realistic simulation of internal climate variability; however, the R15 model results are used here for specific purposes where a comparable R30 model simulation is not yet available. For example, a 2000-yr control integration (with no change in external forcing) is available for the low-resolution model. This long simulation of internal variability is important for our assessment of the observed multidecadal to century-scale SST changes, since a simulation of many centuries is important for such an analysis. The remaining two lowresolution experiments are simulations (from slightly different initial conditions) of twentieth-century climate change. These experiments use the IS92a scenario (Houghton et al. 1992) of estimated past or projected future greenhouse gas and sulfate aerosol forcing for the period 1765-2065 (Haywood et al. 1997) . They are used here to assess the possible role of anthropogenic forcing in the recent Pacific SST changes. The radiative effect of all greenhouse gases is represented in terms of an equivalent CO 2 concentration, and the direct radiative sulfate aerosol forcing is parameterized in terms of specified spatially dependent surface albedo changes following Mitchell et al. (1995) . A higher-resolution (e.g., R30) simulation of the CO 2 ϩ aerosol climate changes is not yet available.
b. Observed data sources
The primary observed SST dataset used for the study is the GISST2 dataset developed at the Hadley Centre (Rayner et al. 1996) . For this dataset, eigenvector reconstruction techniques have been used to extend SST global coverage back to 1871; we use data from 1900 to 1994. The period prior to 1949 is particularly dependent on the reconstruction technique due to the greater amount of unavailable data, but the GISST2 reconstruction provides at least a tentative estimate of SST variations extending back over the past century. Although the GISST2 data is available on a 1Њ ϫ 1Њ grid, the data has an effective resolution of about 4Њ ϫ 4Њ prior to 1950 (D. E. Parker 1996, personal communication) . Therefore, we have averaged the 1Њ data into 5Њ ϫ 5Њ regions so that the effective spatial resolution remains roughly constant over the analysis period. We also used the Hadley Centre's Meteorological Office Historical Sea Surface Temperature version 6 dataset, updated through February 1996 . This dataset does not use EOF reconstruction, but provides SST anomaly estimates on a 5Њ ϫ 5Њ grid for those locations and months where data is available. Observed sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies used in this study are from Trenberth and Paolino's (1980) Northern Hemisphere SLP dataset, updated through May 1995, available from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (http://www.scd.ucar.edu/dss).
c. Time filtering and trend separation
For the comparisons of model and observed variability, SST time series are first decomposed into three components: the century-scale linear trend, decadal variability, and ENSO variability. Decadal variability in our study is defined as Ͼ7-yr variability minus the century-scale linear trend. A period of 7 yr is taken as the dividing frequency (0.5 amplitude response) between ENSO and decadal variability. Further details and discussion of the time filter design is contained in the appendix. An example illustrating the relationship between the Ͼ7-yr filtered and ''unfiltered'' (5-month running mean) data was shown in Fig. 2 . The century-scale linear trend component may contain some natural internal variability that projects onto the linear trend; alternatively, the residual decadal variability could contain an anthropogenic climate change component that has a nonlinear time dependence. These possibilities are explored in more detail in section 5.
For the model, the decadal variability was analyzed based upon detrended data from the control run rather than the ϩ1% yr Ϫ1 CO 2 run since the CO 2 -induced SST trend in the latter was slightly nonlinear, which would have resulted in some contamination of the internal variability estimate, even after removal of a linear trend.
The separation of the low-frequency (Ͼ7 yr) variability into linear trend and decadal components differs from the approach of Zhang et al. (1997) , who compute low-frequency EOFs after subtracting out a ''global warming mode'' that they take to be a spatially uniform field whose value everywhere is the global mean SST anomaly. However, we present evidence elsewhere in
3. Time series of the first principal component (PC1) of observed Pacific region SST based on the GISST2 reconstruction over the region 45ЊN-45ЊS. Circles denote reference dates selected for the warm (positive) and cold (negative) decadal composite phases. These dates were selected according to the following criteria: (i) PC1 exceeded one standard deviation in absolute value, and (ii) the selected date had the largest anomaly occurring between the previous and subsequent ''zero-crossing'' of the PC1 series. The underlying EOF1 was computed from the detrended low-pass filtered (Ͼ7 yr) data using the correlation matrix method; the results presented are based on unrotated EOF1. this study that the simulated response to increased CO 2 in the Pacific region is not spatially uniform but appears to have a pattern with some similarity to the model's internal decadal variability. By first removing a separate linear trend at each grid point, we retain the spatial structure of the linear trend field for comparison to the model-simulated trend.
Decadal and ENSO variability a. Decadal variability: Observed versus simulated
We begin by describing the decadal variability composites for the observed (GISST2) and R30 model data. The first principal component (PC1) of the GISST2 data for the Pacific region (45ЊN-45ЊS) is shown in Fig. 3 . Based on this curve, five warm and five cold events (circles) were selected as reference dates for constructing composite warm and cold events (see caption). Using Ͼ7-yr filtered data for these dates, a composite ''event'' (warm phase minus cold phase) for the observed decadal variability is presented in Fig. 4b . Thus  Fig. 4b illustrates the trough-to-peak change in SST between the cold and warm phases of a composite decadal variability episode.
The observed decadal composite in Fig. 4b shows a triangular-shaped warm anomaly region extending from the west coasts of North and South America in the subtropics westward to a region near the date line along the equator. These pronounced warm anomalies display considerable symmetry about the equator. In the Northern Hemisphere the warm anomalies extend poleward along the west coast of North America, reaching the Gulf of Alaska. The warm anomalies are flanked, in the central and western parts of the Pacific basin, by negative (cool) anomalies in the subtropical to middle latitudes of both hemispheres. The cool anomalies appear slightly stronger in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere.
Although the features mentioned above are not all present in each of the individual events used to construct the composites (not shown), the composites appear to provide a reasonable representation of the ''typical'' event. A local two-sided t test was done for the warm and cold composite anomaly fields separately, assuming the warm dates were temporally independent and the cold dates were temporally independent. According to this test, the anomalies were generally significant to at least the 0.1 level over most of the triangular Pacific region (both warm and cool tropical phases). As for the negatively correlated anomalies in the extratropical North Pacific, the anomalies over much of this region were significant (0.1 level) for the warm Tropics/cool extratropics phase, but only a small part of the region had significant anomalies for the opposite (cool Tropics/ warm extratropics) phase. The extratropical central Pacific anomalies are approximately a factor of 2 larger in the warm Tropics/cool extratropics phase than in the opposite phase. The R30 model's decadal composite ( Fig. 4e) shows considerable similarity to the observed decadal composite ( Fig. 4b ) in terms of its amplitude and pattern. The correlation coefficient between the two fields over the Pacific domain 45ЊN-45ЊS, hereafter denoted by r xy , was 0.75. Of particular note is the triangular-shaped warm anomaly pattern in the Tropics, with the warm anomalies extending northward along the North American coast to the Gulf of Alaska, and the accompanying cold anomalies in the subtropical to middle latitudes of both hemispheres. The chief discrepancy appears to be the overly intense warm anomalies just west of the date line in the model; in addition, the model's extratropical cool anomalies appear somewhat more intense than their observed counterparts. A map of the composite decadal variability for the lower-resolution (R15) model (not shown) has substantially weaker anomalies than the R30 or observed composites in Figs. 4b and 4e, although the pattern is similar. The decadal composites (R30 model or observed) are also both similar to the recent trend pattern in Fig. 1 , with r xy of 0.61 and 0.76, respectively. Although not shown here, during the simulated warm tropical SST phase, substantial positive precipitation anomalies (i.e., positive tropospheric condensation heating anomalies) are simulated in the western equatorial Pacific region.
Observed and simulated SLP and SST anomalies over the extratropical North Pacific and North America region are shown in Fig. 5 . These are constructed for the warm tropical/cool extratropical phase of the decadal variability. The agreement between simulated and observed anomalies is fairly good, with negative SLP anomalies in the region indicating that a strengthening of the Aleutian low accompanied the pronounced cool SST anomalies near 40ЊN. In both the observed and simulated composites, the strengthened Aleutian low, the weaker high SLP anomalies over North America and the low SLP anomalies near the east coast of North America yield an overall pattern reminiscent of the Pa- Due to missing data periods, the observed SLP composite is based on 5-yr means of all available data centered on the selected composite dates, rather than on the low-pass filter described in the appendix. Note that these composites are constructed using only the warm tropical/cool extratropical phase of the decadal variability (rather than warm minus cold phases, as in Fig. 4) . Thus, the dates used for the observed composites were the five positive circled dates in Fig. 3 . For the R30 coupled model, Ͼ7-yr filtered data are used for both SST and SLP. The contour interval is 0.1ЊC for SST and 0.1 mb for SLP. The solid white contour is the zero contour for SST.
cific-North American (PNA) pattern described by Wallace and Gutzler (1981) and others (see also Zhang et al. 1997) . Note that the cool SST anomalies in the North Pacific are located in regions of northerly or northwesterly surface wind anomalies, as inferred from the superimposed SLP contours, whereas the warm SST anomalies near the west coast of North America occur in regions of southerly surface wind anomalies. The particular model processes that produce these extratropical SST anomalies will be examined later in this section.
b. ENSO variability: Observed versus simulated
The observed ENSO (Ͻ7-yr timescale) composite is shown in Fig. 4c . The composite anomalies (warm minus cold), were constructed based on 18 warm and 18 cold events in the years 1900-94. The 1990s ''warm event'' was not included in the ENSO composite, as it projected mainly onto the decadal data. The observed ENSO variability pattern in Fig. 4c appears considerably more enhanced in the equatorial region than does the observed decadal variability pattern (Fig. 4b) . This difference in meridional scale has been noted previously, for example, by Zhang et al. (1997) and Kachi and Nitta (1997) . The subtropical to midlatitude cool anomalies are much weaker, relative to the magnitude of the tropical warm anomalies for the ENSO timescale ( Fig. 4c ) than they are for the decadal timescale (Fig. 4b) . Similarly, the warm anomalies along the west coast of North America are much less pronounced on the ENSO timescale than on the decadal timescale.
The R30 model's simulated ENSO variability ( Fig.  4f ) is generally much weaker than the observed ENSO variability (Fig. 4c) , especially in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The simulated ENSO variability maximum (warm minus cold) of about 2ЊC is located near the date line. In the observed composite, the 2ЊC (warm minus cold) anomalies extend across the equatorial Pacific from about 170Њ to 90ЊW near the coast of South America. An apparent displacement of the maximum interannual SST variability into the western Pacific also has been noted for the NCAR coupled model by Meehl and Arblaster (1998) . We speculate that our model's bias toward greater variability than observed near the date line (for both ENSO and decadal timescales) results from shortcomings in the simulation of the time-mean tropical Pacific SST and thermocline structure. These problems include a cold tongue that extends too far to the west (not shown) thus displacing the region of maximum zonal equatorial SST gradients westward toward the date line in the model. These shortcomings of the simulated time-mean state occur despite the use of flux adjustment in the model and are the subject of continued investigation.
In spite of the shortcomings in the simulated ENSO variability pattern, many features of the observed ENSO variability pattern (Fig. 4c) are reproduced by the model (Fig. 4f ). For example, in both model and observations, the positive ENSO composite anomalies form a similar broad, triangular, equatorially centered pattern flanked by weak cooling in the extratropics of both hemispheres. In addition, for both model and observations, the Northern Hemisphere extratropical cooling anomaly is much weaker (relative to the tropical anomalies) for the ENSO timescale than for the decadal timescale (i.e., compare 
c. Mechanism of simulated decadal variability
Given that the simulated and observed decadal SST variability patterns and amplitudes in Fig. 4 are similar, we assume that the model can provide insight into the mechanism of the observed decadal variability. Therefore, in this section, we explore the mechanism of the model's decadal variability with the aid of model datasets (such as century-long records of subsurface ocean temperatures), which are currently not available in the observational record. While the focus of our study is on decadal variability, we first present some model results for the ENSO timescale to use as a basis for comparison to the decadal-scale results. For the ENSO timescale, several studies have shown how the subsurface ocean anomalies evolve during ENSO to provide the long-term memory of the phenomenon (e.g., Schopf and Suarez 1988, 1990; Graham and White 1988; Battisti and Hirst 1989; Cane et al. 1990; Chao and Philander 1993; Schneider et al. 1995; Kirtman 1997) . With this mechanism, often referred to as the ''delayed oscillator'' mechanism, warm SST anomalies in the central and eastern Pacific induce surface wind anomalies that gradually cause the thermocline in the west to become elevated. These induced thermocline perturbations in the west eventually progress eastward along the equator, elevating the thermocline in the eastern Pacific, initiating the cold (La Niña) phase of ENSO, and so on.
In an earlier study (Knutson et al. 1997) , we showed that a similar mechanism appears to operate in our lowresolution (R15) coupled model on the ENSO timescale.
Here, an abbreviated version of the ENSO (Ͻ7 yr) timescale heat content life cycle from the R30 coupled model is presented. In Figs. 6a-f the composite ocean heat content (69-237 m) and surface wind anomalies for the simulated ENSO composites (warm minus cold phase, based on EOF1 of the SSTs) at various time lags represent approximately one-half of a life cycle. The remainder of the life cycle can be inferred from these panels by reversing the signs of the anomalies. The corresponding SST anomaly pattern for zero lag (b) is shown in Fig. 4f . The peak warm SST anomalies in Fig the equator, and an eastward phase progression can be traced along the equator to the central and eastern Pacific (Figs. 6c-e; lags ϩ4 to ϩ12 months). As the eastward progressing elevated thermocline anomalies reach the eastern equatorial Pacific, the model SSTs begin entering a cooling phase (i.e., the La Niña phase of the ENSO life cycle), inducing wind stress anomalies that lead to an anomalously deep thermocline in the west, and so on. In Figs. 6c-f (lags ϩ4 to ϩ16 months), a westward off-equatorial phase progression of heat content anomalies from the central to western Pacific is apparent near 9ЊN. In situ strengthening of these anomalies occurs in the extreme western Pacific (e.g., Fig. 6f ). Much of the large-scale structure in the model's composite wind anomalies is also seen in Rasmusson and Carpenter's (1982) observed ENSO wind composites (e.g., see their transition and mature phase composites). However, certain features of their observed wind composites, such as strong northerly wind anomalies over the northern tropical Pacific, are not as evident in the model ENSO simulation.
The simulated heat content and winds life cycle for the decadal (Ͼ7 yr) timescale is shown in . Note that the time lag in months between the individual panels in the decadal life cycle is 15 months compared with 4 months for the ENSO life cycle discussed above. The decadal life cycle shows a broadly similar pattern (and roughly comparable magnitude) to the ENSO life cycle discussed above. For example, on both timescales, the heat content anomalies just prior to the time of maximum equatorial SST warming (Figs. 6a and 6g) show a characteristic pattern of two off-equatorial heat content anomaly regions in the western Pacific and a single equatorially centered positive heat content anomaly pattern in the eastern Pacific. A closer inspection of the life cycles indicates that the westward progressing offequatorial heat content anomalies are centered at a slightly higher latitude (ϳ12Њ vs 9ЊN) for the decadal timescale than for the ENSO timescale. Also the equatorially centered heat content anomalies in the eastern Pacific tend to be less intense (relative to the western Pacific anomalies) on the decadal timescale as compared to the ENSO timescale. Figure 7 shows a longitude versus depth view of the decadal ocean temperature anomalies along the equator. Near the time of maximum SST (Figs. 7a,b; lag Ϫ10 to 0 months), cool anomalies are found in the subsurface western equatorial Pacific at ϳ70-200-m depth. Warm anomalies dominate the near-surface layers over most of the equatorial Pacific. In next three panels (Figs. 7c-e; lags ϩ10 to ϩ30 months) the cool subsurface anomalies in the west show a phase progression eastward into the east central Pacific and upward to the surface near 160Њ-130ЊW. Subsequently, the anomalies in the surface layer intensify near the date line to produce the SST pattern seen in Fig. 4e . A similar subsurface temperature evolution has been shown for the ENSO timescale (using the R15 coupled model) by Knutson et al. (1997) . In terms of equatorial SST (depicted by the top level shown in Fig. 7 ) the composite life cycle shows mainly a standing pattern, in contrast to the propagating features appearing in the subsurface levels. The resemblance of the simulated and observed decadal composites shown in Figs. 4-7 to their counterparts for the ENSO timescale suggests that a substantially similar delayed oscillator mechanism is involved for both timescales in the model. The main difference between the ENSO and decadal variability patterns appears to be the slightly wider meridional structure of the heat content anomalies for the decadal scale. In particular, the westward off-equatorial heat content phase progression occurs at a slightly higher latitude (and with a slower apparent phase speed) for the decadal composite. The slower apparent westward phase progression may be related in part to the decrease with latitude of the speed of free Rossby waves (e.g., McCreary 1983; Schopf and Suarez 1990). More specifically, Kirtman (1997) has used a simple coupled model to diagnose in more detail how a broader meridional structure for the off-equatorial wind stress forcing and thermocline anomalies can lead to a longer period for ENSO-like oscillations via the effects of a stream of forced offequatorial Rossby waves. Upon modifying the meridional profile of the wind stress in his model such that the latitude of the maximum thermocline perturbations in the western Pacific increased from 8ЊS to 12ЊS, the period of the model's oscillation increased from 5 to 9 yr. The mechanisms described by Kirtman may provide at least a partial explanation for how the wider meridional structure of our heat content anomalies leads to the longer timescale of our model's decadal ''oscillation.'' However, while there is some evidence for a wider meridional scale for both heat content and wind stress curl anomalies (not shown) in our coupled model on the decadal scale, it is not yet clear what mechanism leads to the wider meridional extent of these anomalies. Our present assessment of the model's decadal variability mechanism is based on the composite life cycle results described above; a more definitive determination of the mechanism would likely require specialized model experiments (e.g., Schneider et al. 1995) beyond the scope of the present study.
The processes in our model producing the cooling anomalies in the extratropical North Pacific during the decadal tropical warm phase are examined in Fig. 8 . This figure shows a surface-layer heat budget analysis for approximately the time of maximum cooling tendency (35 months prior to the time of warmest tropical/ coolest extratropical anomalies) in the region. The net heating anomaly field (Fig. 8a) shows a broad area of net cooling centered near 40ЊN, 170ЊW and areas of net warming along the west coast of North America. Although the SLP anomalies at this stage of the life cycle (not shown) are much weaker than at the time of maximum SST anomalies (Fig. 5b) , the surface wind anomaly vectors in Fig. 8a indicate anomalous northerly flow in the cooling region and anomalous southerly flow in the warming region. The net heating anomaly field is partitioned into downward surface heat flux anomalies and heating due to ocean dynamics (advection and diffusive processes) in Figs. 8b and 8c , respectively. This partitioning shows that the net heating anomalies are relatively small in comparison to both the surface heat flux and ocean dynamics anomaly terms. Ocean dynam-
ics provides for the cooling tendency over much of the main cooling region (i.e., along 40ЊN to the east of about 175ЊW), while the surface heat flux contribute a net warming tendency. The fact that surface heat fluxes act in opposition to the net cooling tendency on the decadal scale is quite distinct from the surface budget for the ENSO timescale (not shown). On the ENSO timescale in the model, latent and sensible heat fluxes provide the dominant cooling mechanism, whereas advection effects are relatively minor. This is in agreement with diagnostic simulations of North Pacific SST anomalies associated with observed tropical SST anomalies during ENSO (Alexander 1990; Lau and Nath 1996) . The more important role for ocean dynamics on the decadal timescale indicated by our results is reminiscent of the diagnostic modeling study of North Pacific interdecadal variability by Miller et al. (1994) . In the region of net warming near the coast of North America, the surface heat balance patterns are more complex, with both surface heat flux anomalies and ocean dynamics playing important roles in the model.
The positive downward surface heat flux anomalies (i.e., warming tendency) in the region of maximum dynamical cooling appear to be due primarily to decreases in the air-sea temperature difference (not shown). The reduction in the air-sea temperature difference arises in the region of southerly wind anomalies (near 140ЊW) due to the advection of warmer air into the region. On the other hand, in the region of northerly wind anomalies (near 170ЊW) the reduction arises as the local SST cool anomaly is more pronounced than the overlying air temperature cool anomaly. In either case, the reduced airsea temperature difference leads to a reduction in evaporative and sensible heat fluxes and hence to a net positive heating anomaly for the ocean surface layer. The surface wind speeds are actually slightly enhanced in the cooling region, which by itself leads to a cooling tendency in the surface heat fluxes, but this effect is more than offset by the reduced air-sea temperature difference.
Whereas the ocean dynamics contribution shown in Fig. 8c was computed as a residual from the net heating and net surface heat flux terms, the approximate contributions from ocean advection were also computed directly based upon monthly mean temperature and circulation data from the model (not shown). These results indicate that ocean advection (as opposed to diffusive processes) is the dominant source of the cooling tendency in the main cooling region. An examination of the individual ocean temperature advection terms indicates that zonal, meridional, and vertical advection terms all make substantial contributions to this cooling tendency. As one example, anomalous southward ocean surface currents in the region of northerly wind anomalies advect cooler waters southward.
We speculate that the ocean circulation changes in the model that produce the advective cooling on the decadal timescale are induced by overlying atmospheric wind anomalies. Presumably, the strengthened Aleutian low is a response to the tropical SST and condensation heating anomalies (not shown) associated with the tropical warm SST phase. However, to demonstrate this chain of causality conclusively would require additional experiments beyond the scope of this study. In any case, our composite results demonstrate that the processes by which the extratropical ocean cooling occurs differ substantially for the ENSO and decadal timescales, with ocean circulation anomalies in the near-surface layer becoming relatively more important on the longer (decadal) timescale.
The tropical-extratropical decadal variability described in Figs. 4-8 appears to relate to the observed variability described by Trenberth (1990) , Trenberth and Hurrell (1994) , Deser and Blackmon (1995, their EOF1) , and Zhang et al. (1997) , with a strong tropical component and pronounced tropical-extratropical SST connection. It also resembles the decadal variability recently simulated by Yukimoto et al. (1996) using a coupled model at the Meteorological Research Institute of Japan. On the other hand, the simulated North Pacific decadal variability in the present study does not appear to depend on the subtropical gyre mechanism proposed by Latif and Barnett (1996) . While Latif and Barnett comment that the Tropics play only a minor role in the simulated decadal variability they analyze, the Tropics appear to play a crucial role in our simulated decadal phenomenon. Although they analyze a different EOF domain (northern Pacific only), which makes direct comparison difficult, the decadal variability they discuss may be more closely related to Deser and Blackmon's EOF2, which is primarily an extratropical North Pacific mode. Although not shown here, the second EOF in our R30 coupled model's North Pacific (T. Delworth 1996, personal communication) describes variability similar to Deser and Blackmon's EOF2. This extratropical Pacific variability is the subject of a separate study. Recently, Gu and Philander (1997) have proposed a theory for decadal climate variability in the Pacific involving the propagation of subsurface temperature anomalies along constant density surfaces between the extratropical Pacific and the equatorial thermocline. Our examination of composite decadal subsurface temperature anomalies in the midlatitudes in our model reveals some evidence for subsurface propagating features similar those described for the North Pacific by Deser et al. (1996, their Fig. 10 ). However, in our model the anomalies do not appear to propagate to the equatorial thermocline region to initiate the subsequent event, and thus Gu and Philander's mechanism does not appear to be responsible for the decadal-scale variability simulated in our study.
Simulated versus observed trend patterns a. Observed linear trends
The observed linear trend for a period of relatively reliable SST records was shown in Fig. 1 and discussed briefly in the introduction. Figure 4a shows the linear trend for the period 1900-94 based on the GISST2 SST reconstruction. For the purposes of comparison to the model CO 2 -induced trend later in this section, the observed trend at each grid point in Fig. 4a has been normalized by dividing by the trend in the global average SST over the period. Thus, areas with red shading (Ͼ1.0) indicate regions where the linear trend exceeds that of the global mean SST, whereas dark green and blue areas indicate regions of negative (cooling) trends. Positive (warming) trends occur over most of the domain, with a relatively small cooling trend in two regions reminiscent of the cooling regions of the decadal variability pattern. Large regions of the eastern Pacific basin show warming in excess of the global average, which, along with a region near the equatorial date line region, form a triangular-shaped region reminiscent of the observed decadal variability pattern discussed in the previous section. However, the overall correlation, r xy , between the observed 1900-94 trend field and the observed decadal variability composite (Figs. 4a and 4b ) was only 0.14.
Recently Cane et al. (1997) presented a linear trend (1900-91) map for the Pacific that has some broad features in common with that in Fig. 4a , but with some substantial differences as well. One example of a difference of particular relevance to the present study is the pronounced negative (cooling) trend [ϳϪ0.8ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 ] emphasized by Cane et al., which is centered near 0Њ, 140ЊW. No century-scale cooling trend appears in this region according to the GISST2 reconstruction (Fig.  4a) . The trends shown by Cane et al. are based on a different SST reconstruction technique , which uses as input an earlier version of the Hadley Centre SST data (MOHSST5). The differences between the trend map of Cane et al. and that in Fig.  4a imply that the method of SST reconstruction can have a large impact on the regional structures in centuryscale SST trend fields.
To examine the issue of long term trends in the equatorial Pacific in more detail, we show in Fig. 9 (top portion of graph) a comparison of the SST anomaly time series for the NINO3.4 region from both the GISST2 and Kaplan et al. reconstructions. The two time series show good agreement after about the mid-1950s, while the agreement is rather poor for 1900-40, with the Kaplan series systematically higher than the GISST2 series, at times by more than 0.5ЊC. The century-scale cooling trend in the Cane et al. analysis is seen to arise due to the pronounced warm anomalies in the first half of the twentieth century in the Kaplan reconstruction. We note that this is a period during which data were particularly
sparse in the equatorial Pacific. There is no evidence for an equatorial Pacific cooling during the relatively well-sampled post-1950 period in either dataset, which supports the 1949-94 trend results presented in Fig. 1 . To gain some additional perspective on the pre-1950 SST anomalies, we show in Fig. 9 (bottom portion of graph) a time series of Darwin SLP anomalies, which is used as an independent proxy measure of the zonal SST gradient in the equatorial Pacific. We speculate that if a regional equatorial SST cooling trend (i.e., intensification of the cold tongue) had occurred in the period 1900-50, the Walker circulation would have intensified, which should have been reflected in an upward trend in the SOI and possibly a downward trend in Darwin SLP. (Note that the fluctuations in the Darwin SLP series track the SST anomaly fluctuations reasonably well in the post-1950 period.) In the period 1920-45 the Darwin SLP record shows a fairly continuous rise, which seems consistent with the GISST2 record but not with the Kaplan record, which shows a decrease over the same time period. The very low SST anomalies around 1912 in the GISST2 record do not seem as consistent with the Darwin record as most of the other major fluctuations. Overall, the Darwin record from 1900 to 1950 appears more consistent with the GISST2 SST reconstruction than with Kaplan reconstruction. In particular, the Darwin SLP data does not appear to support the notion of a pronounced regional equatorial Pacific cooling trend during the first half of the twentieth century. This preliminary assessment is just one approach for examining the issue of equatorial Pacific SST trends, but based on the results presented here, we have chosen to rely on the GISST2 reconstruction for the centuryscale trend estimate in Fig. 4a . Nonetheless, the issue of the reliability and relative merit of different SST reconstructions remains unresolved at present.
b. Simulated CO 2 -induced warming pattern
The normalized linear trend for the ϩ1% yr Ϫ1 CO 2 experiment of the R30 coupled model is shown in Fig.  4d . The trend results shown are the net trend (ϩ1% yr Ϫ1 CO 2 run trend minus control run trend) for years 21-120 of the experiments. The first 20 yr of both runs were skipped to reduce the effect of the slightly nonlinear trend behavior in the CO 2 increase experiment, in which the warming is relatively slow for about the first 20 yr, followed by a more constant linear trend over the remaining years (21-120). The net trend at each grid point has been normalized by the net trend in the global mean SST of 2.93ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 . The model-simulated CO 2 warming pattern (Fig. 4d) shows the Pacific warming exceeding the global mean SST warming rate in a triangular-shaped region resembling both the region of warm anomalies for the observed 1949-94 SST trend (Fig. 1) and the simulated and observed decadal variability pattern discussed previously (Figs. 4b,e) . The triangular region of enhanced warming in Fig. 4d is flanked in both hemispheres by subtropical regions of more moderate warming (less than the global mean rate). These more slowly warming regions correspond roughly to the cool anomaly regions in the decadal variability composites (Figs. 4b,e) and Fig. 1 . The correlation r xy between the model's CO 2 -induced warming pattern and the model's internal decadal variability pattern (Fig. 4d vs 4e) is 0.55. The correlation between the CO 2 -induced warming pattern and the 1949-94 trend (Fig. 1) is 0.39. The overall correlation between the model's CO 2 -induced warming pattern (Fig. 4d) and the century-scale trend pattern (Fig. 4a) is negligible (r xy ϭ 0.02), with the simulated CO 2 -induced warming being much more spatially uniform than the observed trend pattern. However, one important aspect of agreement between these two maps is that they both indicate a positive (warming) trend over most regions of the Pacific from 45ЊN to 45ЊS. A century-scale cooling trend is indicated only in a relatively small fraction of the Pacific domain in the observations, whereas no areas of cooling are found in the Pacific (45ЊN-45ЊS) for the simulated CO 2 -induced warming. The maximum CO 2 -induced warming in the Tropics, exceeding the global mean by up to 40%, occurs near the equatorial date line; this is virtually the same region where the model's decadal and ENSO variability maximum was found. We note, however, that the R30 model shows a tendency to overestimate the amplitude of ENSO and decadal variability near the equatorial date line region, and thus the occurrence of pronounced CO 2 -induced warming in date line region in particular may be related to a model deficiency.
The CO 2 -induced warming response of the R30 coupled model can be compared to that of the lower-resolution (R15) model discussed in Knutson and Manabe (1995, Figs. 3 and 6) . A decade-by-decade inspection of the R30 model's CO 2 -minus-control anomalies (not shown) indicates that the pattern in Fig. 4d is present in all decades beyond about year 50. Thus this pattern is evident much earlier in the integration than the reduced zonal SST gradient pattern in the R15 coupled integration of Knutson and Manabe (1995) , in which the reduced SST gradient was not clearly apparent for the entire first century of integration. The long (ϳ100 yr) ''delay'' in the appearance of the nonuniform pattern in the Knutson and Manabe (1995) study may have been partially due to a masking of the signal by multidecadal variability. In any case, the earlier appearance of the pronounced nonuniform Pacific warming pattern in the R30 model, compared to the R15 model, is in closer agreement with the coupled model result of Meehl and Washington (1996) , who found a noticeable reduction of the equatorial Pacific zonal SST gradient within the first few decades of their transient CO 2 experiment. Another distinction between the R30 and R15 model results is that the pattern of warming in the R30 model (Fig.  4d) , with an enhanced warming in a broad triangular region and less warming in regions of the subtropical VOLUME 11
Pacific, bears a somewhat greater resemblance to the recent observed trend pattern (Fig. 1 , r xy ϭ 0.39) than does the much more uniform warming pattern from the first 120 yr of the R15 model ϩ1% yr Ϫ1 CO 2 experiment (not shown).
One can speculate that the observed century-scale trend pattern in Fig. 4a could have resulted from a combination of a gradual, relatively uniform CO 2 -induced warming trend and a pronounced natural decadal or multidecadal warm episode near the end of the record (i.e., after the mid-1970s). For example, the pattern in Fig.  4a shows positive values (warming) in most regions, reminiscent of the R30 model's CO 2 -induced warming pattern (Fig. 4d) . Many of the remaining features in the observed trend field are reminiscent of features in the simulated and observed decadal variability patterns (Figs. 4b and 4e ). However, this interpretation does not help explain certain other features, such as the strong warming trends in the far northwestern and southwestern parts of the domain in Fig. 4a .
c. Mechanism and discussion of CO 2 -induced warming
In this section, we attempt to provide some insight into the mechanism producing the distinct CO 2 warming pattern in the R30 coupled model (Fig. 4d) . First, the coupled model pattern is compared with the pattern of CO 2 -induced warming from an R30 mixed layer model experiment with the same atmospheric GCM component (Wetherald 1996) . The mixed layer model uses a heat flux adjustment technique to ensure a realistic SST simulation for the model control climate. The heat flux adjustments are added to the model-computed surface heat flux into the (50 m) mixed layer in order to maintain a realistic seasonal cycle of SST in the model. Thus, they primarily ''correct'' for the obvious lack of ocean heat transport in the mixed layer model and also for the net effect on SST of various other deficiencies in the model. In the 2 ϫ CO 2 equilibrium experiment, the same heat flux adjustments are used as in the control (1 ϫ CO 2 ) mixed layer experiment, with the underlying assumption being that the horizontal heat transport by ocean currents remains invariant with increasing CO 2 . We can infer that features in the coupled model response that do not appear in the mixed layer model are dependent on interactive ocean dynamics. Conversely, common features in the coupled and mixed layer model responses do not depend crucially on interactive ocean dynamics, since that mechanism is absent in the mixed layer model. For the coupled model, Fig. 10a shows the difference between years 81-120 of a ϩ1% yr Ϫ1 CO 2 transient run and years 81-120 of a control run; for the mixed layer model (Fig. 10b) , the difference between a 2 ϫ CO 2 and 1 ϫ CO 2 equilibrium experiment are shown. For both the coupled and mixed layer model results (Figs.  10a,b) , the SST difference fields are normalized by dividing the SST change at each grid point by the global mean SST difference for the respective experiments.
We first examine the unique features in the coupled model result, which we can infer depend on interactive ocean dynamics. The most pronounced such feature is the tongue of enhanced warming in the equatorial Pacific in the coupled model (Figs. 10a and 10d ). This enhanced warming appears to result from ocean circulation changes, such as the reduced equatorial ocean upwelling in the coupled model (Fig. 10c) . For example, the maximum time-mean equatorial upwelling between the top two layers in the model decreases by over 20%, from 102 cm day Ϫ1 in years 81-120 of the control experiment to 79 cm day Ϫ1 in years 81-120 of the CO 2 increase experiment. The reduced upwelling apparently represents part of a coupled ocean-atmosphere response to decreased easterly surface wind stress and enhanced mean meridional surface wind convergence near the equator in that region (not shown). Associated with these changes is a CO 2 -induced reduction in the model's Tahiti-minus-Darwin surface pressure difference of about 1 mb by years 81-120 of the experiments. The reduced easterly wind stress in the coupled model appears to be initiated by processes not crucially dependent on ocean dynamics, since it is already evident (not shown) along with a slightly reduced zonal equatorial SST gradient (Fig. 10d) in the R30 mixed layer experiment. The pattern of weaker easterlies and zonal SST gradient in the mixed layer model is then apparently modified (amplified) in the equatorial region by interactive ocean dynamics (e.g., reduced equatorial upwelling) in the R30 coupled model.
We next consider features that occur in both the mixed layer and coupled model responses (Figs. 10a and 10d ). Both models show enhanced warming in a region extending from near the west coast of North America southwestward past Hawaii and in a second enhanced warming region near the west coast of South America. As noted above, the latter feature is much more pronounced and extends much farther west across the equatorial Pacific in the coupled model (Fig. 10a) than the mixed layer model (Fig. 10d) . Both models show a region of less warming extending northeastward from the northern Philippines, and a second region of relatively less warming in the southwest Pacific, extending from the north Australia region southeastward toward Chile. Finally, a third band of less warming along ϳ10ЊN in the coupled model is not as clearly apparent in the mixed layer simulation.
While the coupled model-mixed layer model comparison can indicate where interactive ocean dynamics is an important mechanism, determining the mechanisms for other features in the simulations is very difficult without additional experiments. The reduction of the zonal equatorial SST gradient in the mixed layer experiments is consistent with the evaporative damping mechanism proposed in Knutson and Manabe (1995) . There it was noted that evaporative cooling should in- 
crease more (per degree of SST warming) in the western Pacific than in the east because of the warmer SSTs in the west (and the nonlinear dependence of saturation mixing ratios on temperature). They noted that this effect should act to reduce the SST gradient as the climate warms. As a preliminary attempt to identify mechanisms for the other features common to the mixed layer and coupled model SST response, a number of model variables were examined for evidence of a similar patterns to these SST features. One model variable with a pattern of changes resembling the SST changes is the surface wind speed field (although with the sign of the changes reversed), as is shown by comparing Figs. 10b and 10e with Figs. 10a and 10d , respectively. Apart from the equatorial date line region (discussed earlier), local maxima in SST increase tend to be accompanied by a local maxima in the decrease of surface wind speed. In particular, note in Fig. 10 the enhanced warming (red) and pronounced decrease in wind speeds (red) in the North Pacific near 20ЊN, 170ЊW. Since a decrease in surface wind speeds should lead to decreased evaporative cooling, this pattern is consistent with enhanced SST warming in these regions, from a surface energy balance perspective. A second variable, which may be relevant to the enhanced eastern equatorial Pacific warming, is midtropospheric relative humidity (Fig. 10f , shown for the mixed layer experiment only). Increased midtropospheric relative humidity (and decreased atmospheric subsidence) tends to occur in the eastern equatorial Pacific, accompanied by an enhanced downward flux of terrestrial radiation. This preliminary analysis suggests that several mechanisms, including spatial differences in the evaporative cooling response and midtropospheric relative humidity changes, may contribute to the SST warming pattern in the mixed layer model. The relative magnitudes of the contributions of the individual mechanisms remain to be evaluated in future studies. However, each of these mechanisms (as well as the reduced equatorial upwelling and reduced Tahitiminus-Darwin pressure gradient in the coupled model) is consistent with an overall picture of a slight CO 2 -induced decrease in the intensity of the Walker circulation and Pacific trade wind system. The weakening of the Walker circulation in response to increased CO 2 is consistent with our previous low-resolution coupled model analysis (Knutson and Manabe 1995) .
The simulated response of tropical Pacific SSTs to increased greenhouse gases has been a subject of increasing interest in the climate modeling community. For example, a substantial overall warming of the tropical Pacific in response to increased CO 2 is indicated in the recent coupled model studies of Knutson and Manabe (1995) , Mitchell et al. (1995) , Tett (1995) , and Meehl and Washington (1996) . In contrast, Clement et al. (1996) have argued that the influence of ocean dynamics could actually cause eastern tropical Pacific SSTs to cool in response to a uniform positive heating (see also Cane et al. 1997 ). The Clement et al. study was based on the response of the Cane-Zebiak model (Zebiak and Cane 1987) . In that model, the temperature of equatorial upwelled water is held fixed, whereas in reality the CO 2 -induced warming at higher latitudes should lead to a warmer thermocline after a delay of a few decades.
In a related study, but where the thermocline temperature was allowed to vary, Seager and Murtugudde (1997) analyzed the response of a regional (30ЊN-30ЊS) Pacific ocean GCM-atmospheric mixed layer model to a uniform surface heating. Since the winds in their model were externally specified, ocean-atmosphere coupling through wind stress feedback was not included. They found warming everywhere, although the warming of the equatorial Pacific was reduced in the presence of varying ocean heat transport (but constant winds). In contrast, in our R30 coupled model, the wind-driven equatorial upwelling is reduced (Fig. 10c) leading to an enhancement of the equatorial warming in the coupled model relative to our R30 mixed layer ocean experiment (Figs. 10a and 10d) . We note that even neglecting ocean dynamics, the response of our R30 atmosphere-mixedlayer ocean model is quite different from the response of Seager and Murtugudde's atmospheric mixed-layerocean mixed layer model (compare our Fig. 10d vs their Fig. 7 ). This suggests that the atmospheric model components are an importance source of differences between our results and those of Seager and Murtugudde. There are many differences between our R30 atmospheric GCM and their atmospheric mixed-layer model, which could potentially be quite important in the context of climate change experiments. For example, their model uses externally specified winds, solar radiation, and cloud cover, and it does not model processes above the atmospheric mixed layer nor require the climate system to be in a state of global energy balance at the top of the atmosphere. Finally, in their experiments a spatially uniform heating perturbation is imposed, whereas the radiative forcing due to increased CO 2 is not spatially uniform but larger in the eastern Pacific than in the west (e.g., Mitchell et al. 1995) . How Seager and Murtugudde's results would be affected by use of a less simplified atmospheric model component or a more spatially varying imposed heating remains to be seen.
Pacific triangular region indices
In the previous sections the internal decadal variability and CO 2 -induced trends in the R30 coupled model Pacific region were examined and compared with observed variability. A broad triangular-shaped region of the tropical Pacific (TPAC) was identified as an important region with regard to both decadal variability and the longer-term trends. In this section, simulated and observed timeseries over the TPAC region are examined in more detail. 1900-95, 1949-95, and 1971-95 . The two darker curves labeled (d) are TPAC indices from two R15 coupled model CO 2 ϩ aerosol experiments starting in 1765 from slightly different ocean initial conditions. The thin dashed line superimposed on them is the observed TPAC index, repeated from (c). The model and observed anomalies in (c) and (d) are deviations from the respective time means for the period 1880-1920. The TPAC indices were constructed using the same domain for the models and observation except for slight modifications due to differences in the data grid boundaries. All curves have been low-pass filtered to remove most of the variance on timescales less than 7 yr (see the appendix). Figure 11c shows the observed TPAC index (Ͼ7-yr filtered), based on the MOHSST6 dataset of ) updated through February 1996 . This areaaveraged time series is based upon the available observations at each time period; missing data periods have not been reconstructed as with the GISST2 or Kaplan et al. SST datasets. The time series shows an upward trend from the early 1900s to the early 1940s followed by several decades with little trend, followed by a resumed upward trend beginning in the mid-1970s. The linear trend in the annual mean TPAC index is 0.41ЊC (100 yr)
a. Assessment of trends versus internally generated variability
Ϫ1 for the entire 96-yr period (1900-95), 1.2ЊC (100 yr)
Ϫ1 for the relatively data-rich years 1949-95, and 2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 for the most recent 25 yr . These are illustrated by the three dashed lines superimposed on the thick curve in Fig. 11c . The R30 coupled model TPAC index (Fig. 11b) depicts decadal variability that is greater in amplitude than that in the R15 coupled model (Fig. 11a) . This is consistent with the R15 model's weaker composite decadal variability pattern noted earlier. The R30 model's internal fluctuations appear more representative of the observed variability curve in terms of typical amplitude (ϳ0.3ЊC) than do the R15 model's fluctuations. In particular, the TPAC index from the R30 control run depicts some episodes that appear at least somewhat similar in duration and magnitude to the warming from the mid1970s to the mid-1990s in the observed TPAC index. However, estimating the true level of internal variability in the observations is problematic, since the variability in the observed curve (Fig. 11c) presumably is due to not only internal climate processes, but also to various external forcings (greenhouse gases, sulfates, volcanoes, solar variability, etc.) that are not simulated in the model control runs. Therefore, we cannot definitively conclude that R30 model gives a better representation of the real internal variability than the R15 model. However, the results in Figs. 11a-c and 4 strongly indicate that the observed decadal variability is closer in amplitude to the R30 model's simulated internal variability than to that of the R15 model. We now address the question of whether the observed TPAC trends (1900-95, 1949-95, and 1971-95) are quantitatively consistent in magnitude and duration to that expected due to internal climate variability alone, using the model estimates of internal variability. If not, then our analysis would indicate that some combination of the external forcings is contributing to the observed trends. The method we use to assess the trends is to calculate the frequency of occurrence of trends of a given magnitude and duration generated in the climate model control run and compare this with the observed trend durations. This approach has been used for global surface temperature by Stouffer et al. (1994) . The technique requires a long simulation, with many temporal degrees of freedom or independent trend realizations. Since we want to assess trends as long as a century in duration, we must rely on the R15 coupled model, since a multithousand-year record is not available for the R30 coupled model. The 2000-yr record of TPAC region SST from the R15 model control has a very slight long-term trend [Ϫ0.07ЊC (1000 yr) Ϫ1 ]; this trend is removed from the series before performing the assessment results described below, although not removing the trend has little impact on the assessment results.
In Fig. 12a is the model-based assessment for the observed trend of 2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 over the most recent 25 yr . Following Stouffer et al. (1994) , least squares linear trends are computed for all subseries of sequential years of a given length (e.g., for the 20-yr interval length, trends are computed for model years 1-20, 2-21, etc.) . The distribution of the resulting trends is then plotted, for each interval length, in terms of the fraction of occurrence of trends (positive or negative) exceeding the magnitude of the observed trend [2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 ]. The dark solid line shows the simulated rate of occurrence of such trends in the 120-yr R30 control integration. No trend of 2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 or more lasts longer than 20 yr in the R30 model, although the simulated record is too short to draw any firm conclusions. The curve labeled ''R15 model-no adjustment'' shows the result using a 2000-yr integration of the R15 model. The occurrence rate lies below 0.01 for intervals of 19 yr and longer, compared with the 25-yr duration of the observed trend.
A distinctive feature in Figs. 12a is that the R15 (no adjustment) curve is systematically shifted to the left of the R30 curve. As noted earlier (Figs. 11a and 11b ) the internal variability in the R30 TPAC region is substantially larger than that in the R15 model and is closer to the observed decadal variability (although as mentioned above the observed series also contains noninternal variability). To illustrate the effect of the difference in variability in the models on the assessment results, the R15 model time series was adjusted by the ratio of the R30 Ͼ7-yr standard deviation to the R15 Ͼ7-yr standard deviation (a factor of 1.39), and the assessment repeated. The results, labeled ''R15 model-with adjustment'' in Fig. 12a , are in much closer agreement with the R30 model results (dark curve). These results suggest that the R15 model (with the 2000-yr available record) can be adjusted to mimic the R30 model fairly closely by scaling the anomalies as above. Although this procedure is ad hoc, we believe that the adjusted R15 series described above is likely to be more realistic than the unadjusted series. In addition, the results using the adjusted series are more conservative with regard to trend detection (i.e., one is less likely to conclude that a given observed trend is outside the range of internal variability). Therefore, for the assessments of the longer observed trends (47 and 96 yr) where the R30 model integration is clearly too short to use, we rely exclusively on the adjusted 2000-yr R15 model series.
In Fig. 12b are the results of the analysis, using the adjusted R15 series, for all three observed trends (i.e., 25-, 47-, and 96-yr periods ending in 1995). The results indicate that for all three of the cases, the observed trend in the TPAC index is highly unusual in the context of the model's internally generated variability. Based on all possible 25-consecutive-yr samples in the 2000-yr run, the fractional rate of occurrence of a trend of [2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 ] was 0.0030; for 47-yr periods [1.2ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 ] the occurrence rate was 0.0026; and for 96-yr periods [0.41ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 , the occurrence rate was zero in the sample, with no trend of that magnitude lasting longer than 85 yr. These sampled occurrence rates suggest that it is very unlikely that the observed trends are entirely due to natural internal variability, assuming the adjusted model-generated internal variability is a realistic representation of that expected for the real climate.
Our conclusions are similar to, though apparently not as statistically significant as, those of Stouffer et al.,
who found no evidence that the R15 model could generate a trend in global surface air temperature as large as 0.5ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 for intervals longer than about 60 yr, in comparison to the 110-yr duration of their observed global trend. The apparently greater statistical significance of their result compared with ours is likely due to the fact that as smaller regions are considered (i.e., TPAC vs global), the variability in the series tends to increase; thus, the signal to noise ratio is smaller for the smaller region, making it harder to statistically distinguish a sustained climate change from the natural variability. In addition, the TPAC trend of 0.41ЊC (100 yr)
Ϫ1 is somewhat smaller than the global surface air temperature trend (0.5ЊC 100 yr Ϫ1 ) considered by Stouffer et al. (1994) .
Although global SSTs are not shown in Fig. 11 , many of the features in the TPAC indices are reflected in the global average SST, for both model and observations. For example, the correlations between the TPAC index and global SST (Ͼ7-yr filtered) are 0.75, 0.77, and 0.77 for the observed, R30, and R15 data, respectively. These correlations suggest that fluctuations in global SST could be notably influenced by the TPAC region (or vice versa). An examination of the relationship between Pacific decadal variability and global SST variability (e.g., along the lines of Zhang et al. 1997 ) is beyond the scope of the present study, although the R30 model shows promise as a tool for addressing such issues in a future study.
b. Simulated CO 2 ϩ aerosol warming
The possible role of anthropogenic forcing in the observed TPAC region trends is now explored. For this purpose, two simulations of twentieth-century climate change forced by anthropogenic sulfate aerosols and greenhouse gases are examined (Haywood et al. 1997) . The CO 2 ϩ aerosols forcing in these experiments represents only an estimate of the actual total radiative forcing change over the period, with many other potential forcings, such as indirect effects of aerosols upon the radiative properties of clouds, being poorly constrained at present (Schimel et al. 1995) . Despite the large uncertainties in the forcing by aerosols, in the sensitivity of climate to thermal forcing, etc., these experiments appear to simulate the global mean surface air temperature change during this century quite well, which is why we have chosen to analyze the tropical SST changes from this experiment in our present study.
The dark solid and dark dotted curves in Fig. 11d show two realizations of the experiment that use the same model and radiative forcing, but begin in 1765 from slightly different ocean initial conditions. The years shown correspond to 1900-2020. Note that the thin dashed line in Fig. 11d is the observation for the TPAC region and is repeated from Fig. 11c . There is fairly good agreement between the observed TPAC index and the simulations. Both of the CO 2 ϩ aerosol simulations in Fig. 11d indicate a relatively gradual warming through the first half of the twentieth century, followed by a much more rapid warming (ϳ0.2ЊC per decade) from around the 1960s through 2020. [For comparison, the warming rate in the R30 coupled model for the ϩ1% (yr CO 2 )
Ϫ1 forcing experiment without aerosols is about 0.3ЊC per decade, or roughly equivalent to the observed trend over the years 1971-95.] Note that the unusually pronounced TPAC region warm anomalies observed in the 1980s and 1990s, which are unprecedented in the available SST records, are close to the thermally forced warming level for those decades as simulated in the CO 2 ϩ aerosol experiments. The pronounced observed warming beginning in the mid1970s also coincides roughly in time with the apparent onset of the accelerated anthropogenic warming trend in the simulations.
The internal multidecadal variability in the R15 model apparently creates a somewhat different low-frequency evolution in the experiments, particularly from the 1940s through the 1970s. For example, one experiment (solid) shows a fairly pronounced cooling from about 1950 to 1970, with a more rapid warming trajectory apparently beginning around 1970. In the other experiment (dotted), the apparent transition to the more rapid warming trajectory is more gradual and appears to begin in the mid-1950s. If the R15 model is any guide to the relative roles of internal decadal variability and thermally forced warming in this region, then the results imply that the transition between more gradual and more rapid thermally forced warming in the real TPAC region could be difficult to identify precisely using this index because of the confounding effects of natural variability.
The more rapid warming rate in both experiments after about 1970, if it occurs in the real world, should lead to a situation where the thermally forced ''signal'' begins to clearly rise above the internal variability ''noise'' (as estimated above) within the next few decades. Whether this actually occurs or not will depend on the numerous assumptions made here, including the estimated levels of natural variability, the climate sensitivity of the real world, and the role of other radiative forcings (indirect aerosol effects, volcanic activity, solar variability, etc.) not included in these experiments.
There is little similarity between the spatial pattern of the observed trends (Figs. 1 and 4a ) and the Pacific SST trend map from the R15 CO 2 ϩ aerosol experiment (not shown). For example, while the observed trends show a cooling in the extratropical North Pacific, the R15 simulated trend patterns (for 1903-94) show a slightly enhanced warming in that region compared to the tropical Pacific. On the other hand, as mentioned previously, details of the CO 2 -only warming pattern differ substantially between the R30 and R15 models. Because of this apparent sensitivity of the thermally forced patterns to model resolution, we have chosen to present here only a preliminary analysis of the R15 model CO 2 ϩ aerosol response, based on the TPAC region alone.
A more detailed analysis, including a comparison of the spatial patterns, will be attempted once a comparable R30 CO 2 ϩ aerosol experiment is available.
Summary and conclusions
In this report, we have explored possible mechanisms for observed decadal variability and trends in Pacific SSTs over the past century, including the distinctive triangular-shaped pattern of warm anomalies found in the tropical and subtropical Pacific from the late 1970s through the present. We have used the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory global coupled ocean-atmosphere model to simulate both internal decadal variability and the response of the Pacific region to increased CO 2 or to the estimated forcing of CO 2 and aerosols combined.
a. Decadal variability-Simulated versus observed
The leading mode of decadal internally generated variability in the R30 model control run (defined in terms of EOF1 of Ͼ7-yr filtered, detrended data) is similar in amplitude and pattern to the observed decadal variability, similarly defined, as contained in the GISST2 dataset. These observed and simulated decadal variability patterns also closely resemble the observed trend in Pacific SSTs in recent decades . The model's internal decadal variability appears to have a similar tropical delayed oscillator mechanism to that on the ENSO timescale, based on the pattern and time evolution of the model's subsurface heat content and surface wind anomalies. The westward phase propagation of heat content anomalies is slower and centered slightly farther from the equator (ϳ12Њ vs 9ЊN) for the simulated decadal variability compared to the simulated ENSO variability. This may provide at least a partial explanation (following Kirtman 1997) for the longer timescale (vs ENSO) of the simulated decadal phenomenon. The preferred timescale of the model's internal decadal events is ϳ12 yr, based on the 120-yr sample available from the R30 model. The warm tropical phase of the decadal SST variability is accompanied by cool anomalies, particularly in the north-central extratropical Pacific. An analysis of SLP and the model's surface heat budget suggests that these extratropical SST cool anomalies are a remote response to the tropical SST anomalies via an ''atmospheric bridge.'' On the decadal timescale, the extratropical atmospheric surface wind anomalies appear to induce a local SST cooling in part by modifying the three-dimensional ocean near-surface current structure that results in anomalous advective cooling. This is in distinct contrast to the model's ENSO timescale variability, where the extratropical cooling is produced mainly by surface heat flux anomalies.
b. Simulated CO 2 -warming pattern
The pattern of CO 2 -induced Pacific warming in the higher-resolution (R30) model has a broader, more triangular shaped structure and emerges from the model's internal variability more quickly (ϳ50 yr) than the tropical Pacific warming pattern simulated in the lower-resolution (R15) model analyzed by Knutson and Manabe (1995) . By comparing the R30 coupled model pattern to that from an R30 experiment with a simple mixed layer ocean, the interactive ocean dynamics is seen to produce decreased upwelling and a locally enhanced warming over the central and western equatorial Pacific. Apart from that feature, much of the triangular structure in the R30 coupled model's Pacific warming pattern is also present in the mixed layer model and thus apparently does not depend crucially on interactive ocean dynamics. Although several mechanisms appear to contribute to these features of the models' response, the overall change can be characterized as a slight CO 2 -induced decrease in the Walker circulation and Pacific trade wind system, as found for the R15 model by Knutson and Manabe (1995) . The R30 coupled model's CO 2 -induced warming pattern shows some similarity to the simulated internal decadal variability (r xy ϭ 0.55), although a clear distinction is that the model's CO 2 -induced pattern is more spatially uniform and is of one sign (positive) over the entire Pacific domain. The similarity in the model trend and decadal variability patterns suggests (by analogy) that in the real world, the CO 2 -induced warming might be expected to share some spatial characteristics with the observed decadal variability. This could complicate efforts to distinguish between a CO 2 -induced warming and natural decadal variability on the basis of the SST patterns alone.
c. Interpretation of observed trends
A trend map for observed SSTs from 1949 to 1994 shows warming in a broad triangular-shaped region centered in the tropical Pacific (TPAC region), flanked by cooling trends in the extratropical Pacific. The centuryscale trend in the GISST2 data indicates warming over most of the Pacific, with only a few regions of cooling-located away from the equatorial Pacific-and a relatively pronounced warming in the TPAC region. The century-scale trend should be considered less reliable than the 1949-94 trend since the SST reconstruction is less reliable for the pre-1949 period. An index of observed SST averaged over the TPAC region indicates warming trends of ϩ0.41ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 since 1900, ϩ1.2ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 since 1949, and ϩ2.9ЊC (100 yr) Ϫ1 since 1971. The simulations of internal variability presented here show examples of periods resembling the observed trend of the last 25 yr, indicating that natural variability potentially could have accounted for much of the warming in the region in recent decades. However, a quantitative comparison of simulated and VOLUME 11 J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E observed trends indicates that the durations of the observed trends are highly unusual in the context of modelgenerated internal variability for the region. All three of the observed trends mentioned above have occurrence rates of less than 0.5% in an adjusted 2000-yr record of internal variability from a low-resolution coupled model. The observed trend since 1900 [0.41ЊC (100 yr)
Ϫ1 , 96-yr duration] is the most unusual, with the longest simulated trend of that magnitude lasting only 85 yr. These results suggest that the TPAC region trends are not entirely attributable to natural internal variability alone but may have resulted in part from a sustained thermal forcing, such as that due to greenhouse gases, aerosol loading, or solar variability. Our assessment of recent tropical Pacific SST changes as highly unusual and our model's weaker Walker circulation in response to increased CO 2 are reminiscent of Trenberth and Hoar's (1996) conclusion that the recent Southern Oscillation behavior is unlikely to have been a result of natural variability alone.
To quantitatively assess of the potential role of thermal forcing in the warming of the TPAC region over the past century, we have examined two low-resolution (R15) model simulations forced with estimated past concentrations of greenhouse gases and tropospheric sulfate aerosols, as these experiments appear to simulate changes in global temperature over the past century quite well (Haywood et al. 1997) . The TPAC indices from these simulations track the observed TPAC index fairly well. The pronounced warm anomalies observed in the TPAC region during the 1980s and 1990s, which are unprecedented in the available SST records, are close to the thermally forced warming level for those decades as simulated in the CO 2 ϩ aerosol experiments. Thus, these results suggest that essentially all of the recent TPAC region warming could potentially be attributable to thermal forcing.
At present, we are not able to determine what fraction of the observed eastern tropical Pacific warming is actually due to natural variability or to thermal forcing. The observed cooling trends in the extratropical North Pacific (Fig. 1) are not evident in the thermally forced trend field in our CO 2 ϩ aerosol simulations. Rather, these cooling trends may be related to the R30 model's internal decadal variability described here or to extratropical multidecadal variability similar to the EOF2 mode of Deser and Blackmon (1995) . However, it is difficult to infer how much of the recent tropical warming is due to natural variability based upon the extratropical North Pacific cooling, since some forms of North Pacific variability (such as the internal decadal variability described in this report, or EOF1 of Deser and Blackmon) are strongly linked to the Tropics while other forms (e.g., EOF2 of Deser and Blackmon) appear not to be. In addition, similarities in the spatial structure of our model's internal decadal variability and CO 2 -warming patterns complicate the use of pattern-based techniques such as conventional EOF analysis to distinguish natural variability and thermally forced signals over the Pacific region.
In summary, our model results indicate that the observed warming trend in the eastern tropical Pacific is not likely to be solely attributable to internal (natural) climate variability. Instead, it is likely that a sustained thermal forcing, such as the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, has been at least partly responsible for the observed warming. datasets; our colleagues and two reviewers for much helpful advice; and B. Doty and P. Turner for graphics software.
APPENDIX
Time Filter Design
To separate variability associated with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) from decadal-and longerscale variability, a 73-weight finite impulse response low-pass filter with a Chebyshev window was applied to the data after removal of the mean seasonal cycle. This filter was designed using the MATLAB digital filter design software. The filter has a magnitude response at 3, 5, 7, 10, and 20 yr of 0.03, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.94, respectively. In designing the filter to have both a desirable frequency response curve with a minimal loss of data at the ends of the record, a 30-dB ripple was allowed. This compromise resulted in some residual high-frequency noise in the filtered data that was suppressed using a separate application of a 5-month running mean filter. The same filtering technique was applied to both observed and model data. The low-pass filter is very roughly equivalent to a 5-yr running mean filter (although without many of the undesirable frequency response features of such a filter). Thus the individual ''events'' in our composites are roughly equivalent to 5-yr averages centered on the composite dates.
The choice of 7 yr as the approximate dividing line between ENSO and decadal variability is somewhat arbitrary and is based on examination of the spectra of the first principal components for both the model and observed detrended monthly anomalies. The observed SST spectra has the strongest peaks at about 5 and 3.5 yr, with a smaller peak at about 12 yr. The R30 model spectra have the strongest peaks at about 12 and 7 yr, with a smaller peak at about 4 yr. A separate spectral analysis for 10 separate 92-yr segments of a 1000-yr R15 coupled model experiment showed a strongest ''average'' peak at about 12 yr but with considerable scatter in the location and magnitude of the spectral peaks among the separate 92-yr segments. This suggests that the detailed structure of the observed and R30 spectra probably should not be interpreted too literally on the basis of only a century-long record. We conclude that for the purpose of our analysis, 7 yr is a reasonable dividing line between the ''conventional wisdom'' ENSO timescale (roughly 2-6 yr) and the longer-scale variability, although the true timescale of ENSO appears to still be an open question. As for the real world, the timescale of internal Pacific variability is still uncertain, since the contribution of external forcing to the observed decadal-to century-scale variability cannot yet be unambiguously distinguished.
As a test of the sensitivity of our results to the choice of filter bands, we repeated the composite analysis using a second filter that used 241 weights and had a magnitude response at 5, 7, 10, and 20 yr of 0.003, 0.06, 0.51, and 0.99, respectively. Using this lower-pass (Ͼ10 yr) filter, the compositing procedure selects fewer events (two warm and two cold cases), but the composite warm-cold anomalies are similar to those for the larger set of events obtained using the Ͼ7-yr filter.
